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FRICTION

Friction force is the force that resists relative motion between two bodies in contact.

When a body A rests on B and an attempt is made to move A by applying a force P, A

experiences a frictional force in a direction opposite to that P is applied.

The reaction force on body B is equal and opposite

to this (It is in the direction of motion of A).

The friction force is due to the roughness of the contacting forces. Smoother the

surfaces, lower is the friction force. It also depends upon the contacting materials.

Friction is of two types. 1) dry friction and 2) fluid friction.

Dry friction is also catled Coulomb friction, that occurs when surfaces are dry,

Fluid friction occurs when there is a lubricating fluid between the contacting sufaces and

is due to the frictional or shear forces between layers of fluid. It is encountered typically

in journal bearings where lubricating fluid is introduced, and the frictional forces are quite

low compared to dry friction.

Friction Coefficient: Suppose A of weight W rests on sudace B, and a force P is applied

gradually increasing in magnitude, a friction force acts on A resisting motion and equal to

the force applied.

When P reaches a certain value P'when A is about to

moveretative to B, or motion is impending, P, ,t
l{

iscalled the static friction force.However, after 
F

A starts moving, the frictional resistance becomes tr,

less, ie., a lower forcePr is sufficientto continue C

motion. Pr. is called the kinetic friction force.

(See Figure). The reaction due to weight W, (its component ) acting perpendicular to the

surfaces in contact, and acting on A (due to B) is called the normal reaction and is

represented by N, If forces other than its own weight W are also acting A, then N acting

on A will be equal to the sum of the components of forces on A, perpendicular to the

suface.

The ratio of P, / N = H, is called the Static Friction Coefficient.

The ration Pr / N= Llr is called the Kinetic Friction Coefficient.

If A of weight W is resting on a horizontal surface B, then the reaction N on A due to B is

equal to W and acts opposite to W. Here p, = P, / W andl-rr. = Pk/ W
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Friction Angle:

FR-ICTION

From the free body diagram of A, when A rests on horizontal surfaceo and motion is

impending, the forces acting are W, N (=W) and the applied forc€ P, and the friction

force F (= Pr). Thus F = P, = Lt, N, which acts along

the surface of contact and opposite to Pr.

The two forces N and F can be combined

into a resultant R as shown, R acts

at an angle e to the normal given by

Tang =F/N= t-trN/N=p,
Thus <p - tan-l p, and is called

the Angle of Friction.

Thus N and F can be replaced by R, which

l^br

acts at angle e to the normal reaction N.

Laws of Friction:
1. The frictional force is always tangential to the contact surface and acts in the

direction opposite to that in which the body tends to move.

2. Limiting frictional force F'"u, is directly proportional to normal reaction
(Fru*= prN).

3. For a body in motion, kinetic frictional force Fp developed is less than that of
limiting frictional force Fru, and the relation Fr = ppN is applicable.
Thus, Coefficient of static friction F, is always greater than coefficient of kinetic
friction plp

4. Frictional force depends upon the roughness of the sulface and the material in
contact.

5. Frictional force is independent of the area of contact between the two
surfaces.

6. Frictional force is independent of speed of relative motion.

Note: Ur. & p1 dre dimensionless.

U' is usually between 0.1to 0.5.depending on the materials in contact and the surface
finish. Hr. may be 25o/o smaller than p, in general.
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Problems:

FR-lcrloN

1. A body of weight of 200 N is resting on

force P to initiate motion. Find the force

Hs = 0.25; Hr = 0.20.

N=W=200N.

P = prN - 0.25x 200 = 50 N.

Force required after motion starts is

P=HrXN=0.20x200=40N.

A will move down.

Friction force = U N = p x 200 Cos 30

- 0.25x200C0s30 = 43.3 N up

Weight component (down) = 200 sin30

= 100 N. (down)

a horizontal surface.
required to continue

Find the horizontal

motion.

N =2OO tt

2. In the above problem, if A is resting on an inclined plane of 30o, will the block be

in equilibrium? ( p, -- O ,zs)

Here the component of weight along the plane ie., W Sin30 is acting down the

plane. If W sin30 is less than friction force p N (acting up the plane), body will not

move; if it is equal motion is about to start; and if greater then motion starts and
Ixl = Zoo N

N (rhio
rA cor 3*)

Hence A will move downwards by its own weight, After start of motion, the

resisting friction force further reduces, hence it will continue to move down,

3, In the above problem, find the force P required for (i) starting and (ii) continuing
motion.

Here we have to consider the component of W actinq perpendicular to the surface

W Cos30 as normal reaction N.

And the component of W acting along the surface, acts opposite to motion, and

adds to the friction force F = UN.

Draw the free body diagram for A, and indicate components x along the plane and

Y perpendicular to plane for convenience.

$ - hl CoS3o
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ThusIFu=g--*N-WCos30

IFr=0 ---P=UrN+Wsin30

= Hrx W Cos 30 + W Sin30

- 0,25 x 200 Cos 30 + 200 Sin30 = 143.3 N

Sirnilarly while in motion,

P=UrXWCos30+WSin30

= Q.20 x 200 Cos 30 + 200 Sin30 = 134.6 N.

4, In the above problem, if the force P acts at an angle c (=20o), find the force

required to initiate motion.

/rJ
\/'*

N

(Hereon we deal with coefficient

as just p (instead of U,) ).

Here we

IFr=g

IF"=g

of static friction and refer to coefficient of friction

need to deal with components of P.

--- N = !!Cos30- PSin20 (1)

_,pCos20=pN+Wsin30

0.25N+200xSin30

- 0,25 x(200 Cos30 - P Sin20) +

P (Cos20 + 0.25 Sin20) = 0.25x

1.0252P = L43.3 or

P = 139.8 N

1)200

200

sin30 (

Cos30 +

from eqn.

200 sin30

te ff; *s''o
use.r"ff-\

trt 
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5. For the above case, "fird the magnitude and direction of optimum.

From the FBD of the block, we can write

IFr:0 WCos0:PSinu,*N -(1)

r F* : o *:';:" 
*l *:lll P Sin o )

Or P ( Cos cl+ p Sins ): W(Sin0 + pCos 0)

dP/ds -0 -+ - Sinu, *pCosa -0

or tano:p:tan<p

?

Hence o or maximum value of P to initiate motion happens when o, : g

the angle of friction.

The coffesponding value of P is

P :W (Sin0+ pCos 0) / ( Cos q + p Sinq )

6. In the figure shown, the two
Find the force required.if a -
p - 0.3.

We consider the FBD of each

equate the expressions for T.

FBD of Block A

blocks are connected bv a cord.
250.

block an

P
3oo Nl

IFy:0 +200 Cos0:Nr

IF*:0 T:Wsin0+LrNr

T :200 Sin 0 +0.3 x2A0 Cos0 : 168 N

FBD of Block B

2Oo Y

IFv: o

IF":0
Nz*PSin25:300 (3)

PCos25:T+pN2 @)

5

A \l

b
4z50

JL)L) \w

/t '/ 
\ il

--{e

cos A =! ',5 ti',.d =9-5
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(a) in (3) gives,

P Cos 25 - p (300- P Sin 250) - T :168

Or P (Cos 25 + p sin 25) -p x 300 : 168

P:258 l(CosZ5 + p sin25):250 N.

7 . In the above problem find the minimum value of P to initiate motion.

To obtain minimum value of P, let the angle at which P

Then P : 258 /( Coso + p sino) .

dP/ do : 0 --+ p : Tan o, or o : 9, the friction angle

Substituting o, : q : tan-I0.3 = 16.7o gives

Minimum P - 247

acts be o,,

B. Two btoclcs A & B weighing 200 I{ and 4001V are connected by a string. Find

force P required to start motion to right. trt :0.25

Instead of FBD of each block, we may consider the whole system and obtain

equilibrium equations. Thus,

I Fr: 0 + P Cos 30: Ir Na + I.r Ns (1)

IF*:0 + PSin30*Nn*Ne:'W4*We p

From (1) and (2),P Sin30 + P Cos3}lp - 200+400

p - (0.25x600)/(Cos 30 + 0.25 Sin30) : 151 N.

Np..
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g. A and B weighing 200 I{ and 300 Ir{ are connected by a cord. Find the value of O

whenmotion starts. Alsofird tension in the cord. Given He: 0.2i Pa: 0'5'

FBD of block A:

IF*:0 + 200sinO:FrNr+T ..(1)

IFr:0 + Nt:200CosO "(2)

From which T : 200 Sin O - 0.2 x 200 Cos O

FBD of block B:

IFr:0 * Nz:300CosO (4)

IF*:0 +300SinO+T:FzNz

Or 300 Sin O + T - 0.5 x 300 Cos O

T : 150 Cos e - 300 sin O ... (6)

Equating (3) and (6),

200 Sin O - 40 Cos O : 150 Cos O -300 Sin O

+ Tan O - 190/500 tr e - 20.8o

Also, T: 200 Sin 20.8 - 0-2x200 cos 20'8 - 33'6 N'

10. A cylinder of weight W and radius r touches the walls as shown. If lt is the

coeff. of friction on both the walls, find on expression for couple or torque

required to initiate counter cloclouise rotation of the cylinder.

When cylinder rotates ccw, forces acting on it are as shown'

Couple required - (prNr + pN2) r .. (1)

IF*- 0 + Nr: LrNz ..Q)

IFv: 0 --N2: [rNr -W.. (3)

frN rt*1"
I

Eliminating N1 and Nz from

Couple- (pNr+PN2)r:
eqns. (1), (2) and (3)

Wrp(1 +p)/(1 +Pt)

5c?o i't
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I I. For the case shown, fird P required to initiate motion. P- 0'4'

In this case, the 500 N block also supports part of weieht of rod and friction forcev F*g*-fu,*.-*
is due to this load as well.

To find the contribution of rod,

taking moments about hinge B:

Nrx8:1200*pN1 x6

+ Nr :214 N.

FBD of block A
fr N,

Nz : 500 + I'{r : 714 N. --ts
P : prNr * FNz : 0.4 x(214 + 714)

OrP =371 N.

12. Find the force P reqd. to start motion,

given We: 2501{, Wa: 1000 IV, lt - 0'3

FBD of Block A
TSinO+Nr:Wa..(1)

T Cos e - Fr Nr - p (WA- T Sin O) ..(2)

OrNl=TCosAlp

Eqn. (1) gives, Nr - 204 n

1000 * Nr : Nz : 1204 N.

P = p (Nr +Nz) : 0.3 x 1408 : 422N.

is the force required to start movement. FNr

FNz

rNa =25o NatWo
-t*t{Nr

Nr lN'

J. thtrg 'b@N
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13. Two bodies as shown are connected by a strut weighing 100 kg and hinged at
pins at both bodies. Find P required to move blockA to right. U -0.3.

v>
A/

As strut is a multiple force member.

of reactions at A & B are unknown.
Hence it is convenient to resolve

The directions

F)/,
the reactions.along and perpendicular to strut.
In this case, the forces along the strut will be the same.

Also, since the weight of strut is at mid point, the vertical reactions at the pins are
each 50 Kg.
Also, sincelFx: 0 + Ax:Bx

FBD of Block B

IFv:0 + 250+p.NrSin45
: Bx Sin 30 + NB cos 45 .. (1)

IFx:0 + ByCos30
: p Ne Cos 45 + Ns sin 45

Or Bx : 1.06 NB

From (1)

250 + 0.3 Ns sin 45 : 1.06 Ne Sin30 + NB Cos 45
Ne : 23.9 Kg. and Bx :E Kg.

FBD of Block A
IFr:0 + Nr:450+BxSin30

_ 450 + 258 Sin3 0 * 579 kg.

IF*:0 + P:pNr*BxCos30
p :397 Kg.

2oov
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BELT FRICTION

In belt drives, which are used for power transmission or braking, friction between

belt and the contacting surface plays an important role. Tension in belt varies

throughout the length of contact progressively, leading to difference in tensions on

either side of the belt.

The torque transmitted is (Tz- Tr) x r.

If there is no friction, as in very smooth

surfaces in contact, T1 and Tzwill be equal

and the belt slips, without transmitting

torque for power or braking.

Note: The pulleys whrch rotate freely on shafts do not transmit powerl and are used
for changing direction of loads, in which case tension is same along the rope,

For belt driving a pulley to transmit power,

consider a small segment of the belt

over an angle of contact of d0.

Belt is moving clockwise rotating T

the pulley as well in clockwise direction.

Let the tensions on either side be T and T+dT.

Just before slip or at the stage of impending

relative motion between belt and pulley,

dsh-

friction force on belt is U dN, where dN is the normal reaction of the pulley on the

belt, and p the coefficient of friction between pulley and belt surfaces.

From the FBD of the belt strip,

IFx=0 ) (T+dT)Cosdgl2= TCos d0l2+ UdN

For small de, Cos d0/2 >> 1, and above equation becomes,

dT= UdN

IF = g ) (T+ dT) Sin d0/2 + T Sin d0l2 = dN.

For small de, Sin d0/2 >> dglZ, and neglecting dT x d012, above eqn becomes/

Tde=dN=dT/Lr

Or dT lT = U d0, which on integrating,

-15 *

t
Tz

l-n

T+a t

dbt
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dTlT = pde

Ln (TzlTr ) = tr F

TzlTt = eFF

This is the relation between the tensions on either side of the belt which is in contact
with the pulley over angle of B.

,Problem 1:A boat is anchored by a rope which is wound around a circular post. If
the force due to the boat on the rope is 4000 N, how many turn should the rope
make around the post so that 50 N force is enough on the other side of the rope.
Take H = 0.3.

We have Tz lTr = ePF,.where

Tz lTt= 4O0Ol 50 = B = s o'3P

OrLnB=0.3.F

9 = t4.6 radians - !4.6 I 2n = 2.32turns.

Thus a 50 N force can hold the boat which is exerting 4000 N on otherside if the
rope is wound 232 turns around the post, for F = 0.3.

R1gUg!L/: Two blocks of wights W and 2000 N mounted as shown on an inclined
plane are connected by a rope which goes round a drum. If the friction on all

contacting surfaces is 0.3, find the weight required to prevent downward movement
of 2000 N block.

From the FBD of top block, I of Y and X components gives,

Nr=WCosQ =0.8W

Tr = U Nr + WSin 0 = p W CosO + Wsin 0

= 0.3x O.BW + 0.6 W - 0.84 W

TzlTr=ao'3n =/.566;

Tz = 2.566x 0.84 W - 2.155 W

FBD of 2000 N Block, I of x and Y components gives

Nz =2000 Cos 0 * Nr = 1600 + 0.8 W

2000 SinO=UNr+HNz*Tz

1200 = 0.3 (0.8W + 1600 + 0.BW) + 2.155 W = 2.635 W +

\fff = 273 N

J,
g$'

46
480

4ooo N
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POWER SCREWS

Mvsl? ewgg coLtege - Dr.PA Sastry

Screw and nut arrangements are used for lifting loads or for handling large forces,

aS in jackscrews. Square threads are used in such cases.
hJ

In the figure shown, the nut is fixed and

the screw supporting the loads raised by

turning it. For each complete turn of screw,

the weight will raise by one pitch distance.

The situation is similar to a weight

(supported on threads of the nut) being lifted

along an inclined plane, by height p/ over a distance

of one perimeter along the pitcn circle.

Thustan o =p l2n, ts\p, It
l*-.2rT r.-_6'l

Friction force is due to contacting surfaces of nut and Screw,

We may represent the resultant of p N and N by R acting at an angle O to N.

For the case of lifting, R acts at an angle Q from N, away from O.

,f

-T*t- 
Pit.l', P .

The 3 forces W,

Using Sine rule,

Q and R can then be represented by a force polygon.

W /Sin (90-e- o) = Q /sin (0 +O )

= \flf tan (O + e)aOr

When weight is required to be moved down, Q has to act downwards and friction

force acts upwards as shown. R makes an angle <D with N towards left. The

corresponding force polygon is shown.

$

.-*o
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hl

The sine rule similarly results in Q = W tan ( O - o) for the case of lowering the

load.

Probleml: a 10000 N weight is lifted by a power screw having a pitch of B rTuil,

pitch radius = 25 mm. Find the torque required for (i) lifting (ii) for lowering, given

H=0.2.

(i) We have for lifting, Q = W tan (O + O) where

!! =10,000; o - tan-l U = tan ''0.2 = 11.31o

Tan e - pl}nr = Bl2n x 25, which gives Q - 2,92o

Thus a - 10000 tan ( O + 0) = 10000x tan 14.23 = 2536 N

Torque = (forc€atradius r)xr = Qx r = 2536x8/1000 =20.29 N,m

(ii) Force actin$ for lowering the load

Q =W tan ( O - e) = 10000 x tan 8.39 = 1475 N

Torquerequired=Qxr = 1475 x8/1000 =11.8N.m

& -1fi-


